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![Graph showing ΔGPP from February to November 2019. The graph compares GPP_SIF, ec, GPP_SIF, FluxSat, and GPP_FluxSat with color-coded lines for each category. The x-axis represents months from February to November, and the y-axis represents ΔGPP in gC m⁻² d⁻¹.]
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![Bar chart showing the change in GPP from February to November 2019. The chart includes bars for GPP_SIF, ec, GPP_SIF, FluxSat, and GPP_FluxSat with the following values: -198 GgC for GPP_SIF, ec, -132 GgC for GPP_SIF, FluxSat, and -150 GgC for GPP_FluxSat. The bar for the Product is filled with a purple color.]